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A recursive labeling of a tree T with M vertices is any assignment of the labels 1,2,..., M 
to the vertices of T which has the property that every vertex, except the vertex labeled 
‘1’ is adjacent to exactly one vertex with a smaller label. A corresponding recursive 
representation of T is the array C(2), C(3),..., C(M), where C(z) is the unique vertex 
adjacent to i having a smaller label. In this paper we discuss the feasibility, advantages and 
relative efficiency of using this representation to design algorithms on trees. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recent research in computational complexity and the design and analysis of algorithms 
has produced, among other things, several new algorithms on trees. Papers presenting 
these algorithms typically state them, in a variety of different styles, prove them correct, 
and almost invariably show that they are linear in the number of vertices in the tree. 
Relatively few of these papers present implementations of these algorithms, perhaps 
because it is felt that implementations can easily be carried out using any standard data 
structure for a tree. In this paper we would like to suggest that perhaps the most efficient 
and most useful way to implement an algorithm on trees, or even to design an algorithm 
on trees, is to use what we call a recursive representation of a tree. 
Theidea of a recursive representation of a tree is not a new one. Prufer [18] presented 
the idea in 1918, Neville [17] used it in 1953 as an efficient means of representing a tree, 
and Knuth [9] also used it. However, the algorithmic usefulness of this representation has 
not been realized until recently, e.g. [6], [12], and [8]. In this paper we present a collection 
of linear algorithms which have been specifically designed for recursive representations of 
trees. We show that the use of this data structure strongly influences the design, the 
statement, and the efficiency of the implementation of an algorithm. 
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In particular, recursive representations enable one to state algorithms as concisely as 
typical recursive algorithms, even though they are iterative. Empirical results also indicate 
that tree algortihms run approximately twice as fast using recursive representations as 
they do using such common data structures as adjacency matrices, adjacency lists, or 
linked lists to represent a tree. 
The rather wide variety of tree algorithms which have by now been designed using 
recursive representations strongly suggests that these representations should be given 
first consideration when designing any new tree algorithm. We must note however that 
these representations cannot be used effectively to solve every problem on trees; we will 
also present several examples of problems which apparently cannot be solved effectively 
using recursive representations. 
2. RECURSIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF TREES 
A tree is a connected acyclic graph. An endwertex u in a tree T is a vertex of degree one. 
A vertex v adjacent to an endvertex u is called a remote vertex. A pendant edge (u, v) is an 
edge between an endvertex u and a remote vertex v. 
The following definition of a recursive tree was presented by Meir and Moon [l I]. 
A tree T having M vertices labeled 1, 2,..., M is recursive if either M = 1 or M > 1 
and T was iteratively constructed by joining the vertex with label i to one of the i - I 
previous vertices, for every i, 2 < i < M. This definition leads directly to the following 
result. 
THEOREM 2.1. An M vertex tree with labels 1, 2 ,..., M is recursive if and only af for 
every j, j = 2,..., M, the vertex with label j is adjacent to exactly one vertex with a smaller 
label. 
A canonical linear representation C(l), C(2),..., C(M) for a recursive tree with M 
vertices is based on the recursive procedure of growing a tree by repeatedly adding a new 
vertex and joining it by an edge to a vertex already in the tree. The initial vertex is 
labeled “1” and subsequent vertices are labeled in the order of their addition to the tree. 
It suffices to record in C(i) the vertex to which vertex i is joined. Such a procedure 
conceptually roots the tree at vertex “1” whereby C(i) becomes a pointer to the “father” 
of vertex i (cf. Knuth [9, p. 3531). F’g I ure l(a) presents a recursive tree T; l(c) is the 
canonical representation of T. Figure l(b) h s ows that a recursive tree is essentially a 
rooted, ordered tree, in that the labels establish an order on the vertices which are joined 
to a vertex. 
A canonical representation can easily be obtained from any existing tree T, whether or 
not T is labeled or recursive. A vertex is randomly chosen to be the “conceptual” root 
and is labeled “1”. The remaining vertices are labeled using a depth-first strategy. Such 
a labeling is equivalent to Read’s walk-around labeling for rooted trees [19] and to 
Hopcroft’s and Tarjan’s numbering employed in determining the biconnected compo- 
nents of a graph [7], and is referred to as a “preorder” numbering. 
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FICUHE 1 
The canonical representation C = C, ... CM of a recursive tree T has the property that 
for every i = 2,..., M the substring C, . . . Ci is a canonical representation of a recursive 
subtree Ti of T. Furthermore, the edge (i, C(i)) is a pendant edge of Ti . These two 
properties are characteristic of a more general class of representations of a tree. 
A recursive representation of a tree T with M vertices labeled 1, 2,..., M is any linear 
ordering of edges of T, 
UlU2 ". UM-_l 
VlV2 .*. TIM-1 ) such that for every i, i = l,..., M - 1, 
wz .*. ui 
01212 _.. vi is a recursive representation of a subtree Ti of T and (ui , vi) is 
a pendant edge of Ti . 
Figure l(d) illustrates a non-canonical (u, v) recursive representation of the recursive 
tree T. 
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In a recursive representation of a labeled tree, each edge appears exactly once. Deleting 
the rightmost edge of the representation is equivalent to deleting a pendant edge from the 
tree, thus decreasing the number of vertices by one. Any strategy applied to a labeled tree 
which iteratively deletes pendant edges and records the deleted edges in a linear sequence 
from right to left, be it from a recursive or non-recursive labeled tree, can be shown 
to produce a recursive representation. In [13] it was shown that there exists a simple, 
linear time procedure for mapping any recursive representation of a (possibly non- 
recursive) labeled tree T onto a canonical representation of a recursive tree T’ which is 
isomorphic to T. Consequently, we will hence forth only work with canonical representa- 
tions of recursive trees. 
3. CHARACTERISTICS OF LINEAR ALGORITHMS ON TREES 
The majority of linear algorithms on trees have a feature which is responsible for their 
linearity. Th ey process a tree from the endvertices inward, by iteratively removing 
endverices. Decisions are usually local in nature and are reflected in quantities associated 
with the remote vertex currently involved. 
A collection of such algorithms, each assuming that the tree is described by a list of 
adjacency lists (Fig. l(e)) is presented in [13] and [14]. These algorithms determine the 
following properties of a tree; maximum set of independent vertices, maximum set of 
independent edges, minimum vertex cover, minimum edge cover, and minimum 
dominating sets of vertices and edges. 
Two problems arise when the data structures chosen for representing the tree are 
adjacency lists. First, care must be taken to determine the current set of endvertices. 
Second, additional overhead is involved in determining for each endvertex its associated 
remote vertex. 
Recursive representations immediately resolve both of these problems. Furthermore, 
the equivalent processing of the tree becomes a simple iteration. 
We next present a collection of algorithms which determine the previously mentioned 
properties of trees. These algorithms, however, are stated in terms of the canonical 
representation. The canonical representation of a recursive tree T with M vertices will be 
assumed to be an array C having dimension M. The ith entry C(i) will contain the remote 
vertex of vertex i in the subtree Ti . We begin with a new algorithm to determine the 
unique path between two arbitrary vertices in a tree; this algorithm served as the motiva- 
tion for the remaining algorithms. 
4. U - V PATH 
Trees are unique among the classes of connected, undirected graphs in that there 
exists a unique path between any two vertices. Conventional algorithms for finding such a 
path involve the maintenance of a stack in following a depth-first strategy and are linear 
O(M) in the number M of vertices. The canonical representation can be used, however, 
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to avoid examining any unnecessary edges. The next edge to be followed is always that 
edge leading from the highest numbered of two vertices toward the conceptual root “I”, 
and is always an edge on the unique path between the two initial vertices. This leads to an 
algorithm which has an expected O(log M) behavior. 
Algorithm U - V Path (to find the unique path PATH between vertices U and V in a 
tree described by the canonical representation C; ULIST and VLIST are the paths 
extending from U and V, respectively.) 
Step 0. [Initialize list] VLIST +- null. 
Step 1. [Extend lists] While U # V 
do ;f U > V then ULIST c ULIST, U 
Ut C(U) 
else VLIST + V, VLIST 
V c C(V)fi 
od. 
Step 2. [Merge Lists] PATH t ULIST, U, VLIST 
STOP. 
The worst case behavior of this algorithm is O(M) since every vertex in the canonical 
representation may need to be considered in Step 1. However, the expected performance 
is O(log 1M), since Moon [16] has shown that the average distance between vertices in a 
random recursive tree is 2 log 44, when M is large. 
We should point out that a random recursive tree has different properties than a random 
tree. Sampling from the class of recursive trees is like sampling from the class of trees with 
a given, M non-uniform probability distribution. In effect, we are saying that usually 
O(M) work will have to be done to input the M - 1 edges of a tree with M vertices into 
a given representation (data structure). Once this has been done an algorithm on trees can 
process it. If the representation chosen is a canonical recursive representation, then a 
variety of algorithms can be written which will process the tree very efficiently. In par- 
ticular, Algorithm U - VPath will run in O(log M) time on the average. 
5. INDEPENDENT AND COVERING SETS 
In this section we present modifications of four algorithms in [13], which were stated 
and implemented in terms of adjacency lists. Later we will give empirical results which 
show that these algorithms run considerably faster when redesigned and implemented 
using recursive representations. 
A set S of vertices in a graph G = (V, E) is independent if no two vertices in S are 
adjacent. The vertex independence number, ,&,9,(G), of G is the maximum number of vertices 
in an independent set. If S is an independent set of vertices for which 1 S / = /3,,(G), then 
S is called a &-set. 
The following algorithm for finding a &,-set in a tree T iteratively selects “uncovered” 
endvertices and marks the corresponding remote vertices “covered”. 
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Algorithm BETA-O (To find a &,-set BETA in a tree T, having M vertices, described 
by a canonical representation C; if COVER(I) = 0 at the time vertex I is considered, then 
vertex I will be placed in the set BETA, if COVER(I) = 1, it will not be placed in BETA.) 
Step 0. [Initialize] For 1 t 1 to M do COVER(I) + 0 od 
BETA+- a. 
Step 1. [Consider each vertex] For I +- M to 2 6~ - 1 
do if COVER (I) = 0 then BETA +- BETA [,‘{I) 
COVER (C(1)) + 1 fi. 
od. 
Step 2. [Last vertex] 1f COVER(l) = 0 then BETA + BETA .5!{11 
STOP. 
Next we consider independent sets of edges, i.e. sets of edges, no two of which have a 
vertex in common. A &-set is a set S of independent edges for which S j = P,(G), the 
edge independence number. In a manner similar to that in the above algorithm, a pendant 
edge is added to the independent set if neither of its vertices has an edge incident to it that 
is already in the &-set. This algorithm is a special case of the B-matching algorithm in [6]. 
Algorithm BETA-l (To find a fir-set BETA in a tree T, having M vertices, described 
by a canonical representation C; if neither vertex I nor C(I) is “covered” at the time vertex 
I is considered, then the edge (I, C(I)) is added to the set BETA). 
Step 0. [Initialize] For I +- 1 to M do COVER(I) + 0 od 
BETA+- m. 
Step I. [Consider next edge] FOT I +- M to 2 ~JJ - 1 do 
If COVER(I) = 0 AND COVER(C(I)) = 0 
then BETA +- BETA U((I, C(I))? 
COVER(C(1)) +- 1 fz’ od 
STOP. 
6. DOMINATING SETS 
A vertex z’ in a graph G is said to dominate, or cover, all the vertices adjacent to it. 
A dominating set in G is a set of vertices D which dominate every vertex not in D, i.e. 
every vertex not in D is adjacent to at least one vertex in D. The domination number d(G) 
is the minimum number of vertices in a dominating set in G. In [2] a linear algorithm is 
presented for determining d(G), which uses adjacency vectors. We next redesign this 
algorithm for recursive representations. 
Let the vertices of G = (V, E) be ‘partitioned into three subsets I; , F2 , 1 3 , where 
vr consists of free vertices, I’, consists of bound vertices, and I’, consists of required 
vertices. A mixed dominating set in G is a set of vertices MD which contains all required 
vertices, i.e. V, C MD, and which dominate all bound vertices, i.e. every vertex 11~ E I,72 
is either in MD or is adjacent to at least one vertex in MD. Free vertices need not be 
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dominated by MD but may be included in MD int order to dominate bound vertices. The 
mixed domination number md(G) is the minimum order of a mixed dominating set in G. 
The reason for introducing md(G) is ase on the following observation. b d 
If G is a graph and G’ is the graph which results from labeling all vertices of G “bound”, 
then md(G’) = d(G). Consequently in order to determine d(G) it suffices to determine 
md(G’). 
Algorithm TREE DOMINATION (T o n a minimum order mixed dominating set ii d 
DOM in a tree with M vertices, labeled “free”, “bound”, and “required”, where T is 
described by a canonical representation C.) 
Step 0. [Initialize] DOM +- 0. 
Step 1. [Consider each vertex] For I +- M to 3 by - 1 do 
ifI is “bound” then mark C(1) “required”fi; 
if1 is “required” then DOM +- DOM U(I); 
$ C(1) is “bound” then mark C(I) “free” fi 
fi od. 
Step 2. [Last two vertices] If vertex “1” is “free” 
then ;f vertex “2” is “bound” or “required” 
then DOM +- DOM U(2) fi, 
else if vertex “1” is “bound” 
then if vertex “2” is “free” 
then DOM + DOM U(1) 
else DOM +-- DOM U(2)fi 
else if vertex “2” is “required” 
then DOM + DOM U{l, 2) 
else DOM +- DOM U{ l} fi 
STOP. 
7. ADDITIONAL EXAMPLES 
The preceeding algorithms are sufficient to demonstrate the technique of designing new 
(or re-designing old) algorithms using recursive representations. These algorithms all 
make at most one pass over a linear array and stop with the problem solved. 
Several other examples of tree algorithms, which were designed using this technique, 
have recently appeared. Among these are the algorithm in [ 151 for finding a minimum edge 
dominating set in a tree, and two algorithms in [ 131 for finding the centroid and center of a 
tree. The latter algorithm is interesting in that it requires essentially two passes over the 
representation. 
8. COMPLEXITY ANALYSES 
The preceding algorithms to determine independent sets, cover sets and dominating 
sets all belong to the class of tree algorithms which are linear in the number of vertices. 
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Each involves at most one pass through the canonical representation, which is O(n/r) in 
length, and for each entry in the representation, at most a constant number of operations 
are performed. Consequently, the algorithms are worst case O(M). 
9. COMPARISONS WITH ADJACENCY LIST ALGORITHMS 
In order to determine the relative efficiency of using recursive representations of trees, 
we implemented these algorithms in Fortran and compared them with existing Fortran 
implementations which use adjacency lists to represent the trees. The algorithms were 
then compared on two criteria: 
(i) worst-case upper bounds on the number of statements executed in Fortran 
implementations, and 
(ii) execution profiles of these Fortran programs, obtained from executing the 
programs on 50 random recursive trees of 1000 vertices each. 
The results of these tests, shown in Figure 2, indicate that the algorithms which are 
designed for the canonical representation run about twice as fast as their counterparts 
using adjacency lists. One can also observe that the worst-case bounds for the recursive 
representation algorithms are fairly right. 
We chose the measures (i) and ( ii a ) b ove since they are independent of the particular 
machine on which they are run. However, we also tested the average running times of these 
for improved efficiency. For example, the average running times of the implementations 
of Algorithms BETA-O and TREE-DOMINATION were .06 and .08 seconds using 
adjacency lists, but only .02 and .03 seconds using the canonical representations for trees 
having 1000 vertices. Moreover, Algorithm U - V-Path using adjacency vectors and 
stacks required .I2 seconds but for the canonical representation no measurement could be 
made. The timer, which measures 10m3 seconds, was not sufficient to record times for 
graphs having 35,000 vertices. 
We should add a final comment about our procedure for generating random trees. 
We used the simple procedure for generating a tree whereby the (i + 1)-st vertex is 
joined to one of vertices, 1, 2 ,..., i with equal probability, i.e. with probability I/i. It is 
obvious that this random procedure does not generate each undirected tree with a uniform 
probability distribution. However, we know of no simple procedure which produces a 
random tree with an equally likely probability distribution. 
ALGORITHM 
BETA-O 
U-V PATH 
BETA-1 
ALPHA-l 
ADJACENCY LISTS CANONICAL REPRESENTATION 
UPPER AVERAGE UPPER AVERAGE 
BOUND VALUES BOUND VALUES 
25M-4 21,500 lOM+Z 9,167 
ZOM-15 9,945 lSM+13 174 
ZlM+S 18,829 12M-2 9,673 
?6M+5 23.607 llM+3 9.748 
DOMINATION ?4M-11 22;896 11M 
EDGE DOMINATION 27M-21 20,939 lOM-7 
FIG. 2. Comparative Analysis of Algorithms. 
9;3os 
6,636 
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10. LIMITATIONS 
We do not want to suggest that recursive representations can be used to solve every 
problem on trees. We have encountered several problems which apparently cannot be 
solved effectively using these representations. Examples of these are the problems: in [3] 
of deciding if a tree possesses two edge disjoint maximal matchings; in [l] of deciding if 
two trees are isomorphic; in [4] of determining the bandwidth of a tree; and in [21] of 
deciding if a tree has a graceful numbering. 
11. GENERALIZATIONS 
Recursive representations of trees can be immediately generalized to k-trees [20], and 
chordal graphs [5]. A particularly interesting subclass of both of these classes of graphs is 
the class of maximal outerplanar graphs. Early indications [12], [5] are that the same 
efficiencies can be had in designing algorithms on these graphs using the same recursive 
representations techniques. 
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